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Abstract

m~~
We measure second-order nonlinear coefficients using optical parametric amplifica-

tion and second harmonic generation over a range of wavelengths for crystals KNb03,

KTiOP04, KTiOAs04, KH2P04, LiNb03, L1103,@-BaB204, and LiB305. Combk-

ing our new measurements with previously reported values, we compare the wave-

length variation of individual dijk’s with Miller scaling, and conclude that Miller

scaling is a useful approximateion for these crystals.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the improving quality of lasers, nonlinear crystals, and the software tools for modeling

wavelength conversion in tryst als, it is increasingly important to have accurate nonlinear

optical coefficients. Most second-order nonlinear coefficients have been measured using sec-

ond harmonic generation of 1064 nm light, but because many applications involve other

wavelengths it would be useful to have a method of scaling the coefficients with wavelength.

An approximation known as Miller scaling is sometimes used for this, but it is not well

tested. In fact, recent measurements of several crystals over a range of wavelengths by Shoji

et al.l, Boulanger et al.2–4, and Zondy et al.5 cast doubt on its validity. The purpose of
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this paper is to more thoroughly test Miller scaling by combining our new measurements of

nonlinearities with a review of previous measurements.

G, Miller made the empirical observation that the quantity Aij~, definedIn a 1964 paper

by

Aij~ =
dijk(–wl– q; cdl,LJ2)

Xii(w+ ~2)xjj(w)xkk(~2)‘

has little dispersion, varying from a

noncentrosymmetric crystals, and by

constant

less than

(1)

value by only a factor of two or so for all

two for individual d~jk coefficients within a

given symmetry class. Here d~jk is the second-order nonlinear coefficient, and the X’S are

linear susceptibility tensor elements (xii (u) = n: – 1 where ni is the refractive index for

light of frequency w polarized along the i axis). Theoretical support for Miller’s observation

comes from calculations of the nonlinear response of a classical enharmonic oscillator7’8,

and from various bond additivit y models of simple semiconductor crystalsg. Both types of

calculation assume the many excited electronic states of the crystal can be treated as a

single level with a transition strength proportional to a weighted sum over all the actual

levels. Based on the quantum mechanical form of the nonlinear coefficients, there is no

reason to believe this should be highly accurate for most crystals. Nevertheless, for lack of

a better method, a weaker form of Miller’s rule, stating that a constant Aij~ is associated

with each nonlinear coefficient of a particular crystal, is often invoked to extrapolate c&jh’s

from measured wavelengths to redder or bluer wavelengths.

We report here our measurements for the crystals potassium niobate (KNb03), potas-

sium titanyl phosphate, KTiOP04 (KTP), potassium titanyl arsenate, KTi0.4s04 (KT.4),

lithium niobate (LiNb03), lithium iodate (Li103), beta barium borate, /3-BaB20A (BBO),

potassium dihydrogen phosphate, KH2P04 (KDP), and lithium triborate, LiB305 (LBO).

When we combine our results with previous measurements, we find the weaker form of Miller

scaling, which we will call ‘Miller scaling’ throughout the rest of this paper, is a reasonable

approximation for all the crystals studied, and is a good fit for some of them.
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2. MEASUREMENT METHODS

A. PARAMETRIC GAIN

We measured parametric gain using pump wavelengths of 1064 nm and 532 nm. Our 1064 nm

measurements are based on parametric amplification of cw light near 1550 nm for the phase-

matched process 1064 nm ~ w1550 nm + =3393 mm We used large diameter pump beams

to minimize the effects of birefringent walk off, and measured parametric gains near the

center of the pump beam to simplify analysis and improve irradiance calibrations. Figure 1

shows our experimental setup. An injection-seeded, Q-switchedj Nd:YAG laser (Continuum

NY82-10) supplies single-longitudinal-mode, 7 ns pulses at 1064 nm. We spatially filter this

to provide a collimated pump beam with a near-Gaussian spatial profile of diameter 1.4 mm

(FWHM irradiance) at the crystal. An external-cavity diode laser (New Focus 6200) supplies

tunable, cw signal light at %1550 nm which is spatially filtered and loosely focused at the

nonlinear crystal to a waist of =0.4 m. The pump and signal beams parallel one another

but are slightly offset to give exact spatial overlap at the crystal center, This minimizes the

influence of birefringent walk off. A 0.45 mm diameter aperture positioned after the crystal,

and laterally centered on the 1550 nm signal bezim, discriminates against stray signal light

that is not centered on the pump beam. The spatial profile of the pump beam is measured

using a video camera with beam analysis software, positioned at an optical equivalent of

the crystal input face. The fast phototube, a Hamamatsu 1328U-51, and a Tektronix 684B

digital oscilloscope (1 GHz bandwidth, 2x109 samples/s digitizing rate), monitor the pump

time profile and pulse energy on each laser pulse. This energy monitor is calibrated against

an Ophir 1OA-P volume absorbing power meter. A typical time profile for the pump pulse is

shown in Fig. 2a along with a fit to a Gaussian profile, A fiber-coupled InGaAs photodiode

(NRC AD-200, 2.5 GHz bandwidth) and Tektronix 684B oscilloscope record the 1550 nm

signal irradiance. From this we determine the magnitude of the parametric gain at the peak

of the pump pulse. Typical gains, defined as the signal maximum at the peak of the pump
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power divided by the cw signal, range from 2 to 20, Figure 3 shows example gain signals

for low gain in Fig. 3a, and high gain in Fig. 3b. Three 1064 nm high-reflectivity mirrors

plus a 1400 nm long-pass filter placed between the nonlinear crystal and the detector ensure

that the pump light alone produces no signal in the detector. For the 532 nm pumped

measurements, we place a KTP frequency-doubling crystal in the 1064 nm beam upstream

of the spatial filter. The 532 nm pumped measurements are based on the phase-matched

parametric gain process 532 nm ~ N1550 nm + N81O nm. Figure 2b shows a typical 532

nm time profile and its Gaussian fit.

This method of measuring nonlinearities has the advantage that the signal detector need

not be absolutely calibrated because we measure only the gain. It is suf%cient to demonstrate

a fast time response and linearity. Additionally, the parametric gain for phase-matched plane

wave mixing is given in S1 units by

Gain = cosh2(7L,rY,tal), (2)

where

2c&IPw~wi ~~=[ 1 (3)
n~n~npc?co )

and 1P is the pump irradiance. This relationship between measured gain and d,ff means

that measurement errors in pump irradiance and gain introduce relatively little error in the

deduced value of C&. In contrsst, for second harmonic generation the second harmonic signal

is proportional to the product (d~L&,tall&~P ) so the influence of irradiance measurement

error is relatively large. Further, if the crystal is tilted slightly so there is little overlap

between the primary signal beam and the signal beam after it reflects off the output and

then the input face, the reflections of the signal wave at the crystal faces are unimportant,

unlike Maker fringe measurements.

Our InGaAs detector satisfies the speed and linearity requirement. The fiber coupling

also avoids the problem of over filling the small active area typical of fast semiconductor

detectors. We found thk was a problem with similar lens-coupled solid state detectors. We
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discovered this by comparing gains measured using the fiber coupled detector with those

from two separate lens-coupled detectors (New Focus 1611 and Electro-Optics Technology

3000) with similar detector designs. The lens-coupled detectors gave lower apparent peak

gains than the fiber-coupled detector. We believe this is because some of the light strikes the

InGaAs material surrounding the fast-responding InGaAs active region. The surrounding

material has equal sensitivityy but a slower response time, Our previous measurementsl”

using the lens-coupled New Focus 1611 detector probably suffered from this over-filling

problem, so the d.ff ’s we reported there were probably slightly lower than their true values.

To ensure accuracy in our measurements, it is important to show that the crystals are

of high quality, with no inhomogeneities such as refractive index variations or ferroelectric

domains like those we found in earlier KTP measurementsl”. We tested crystal quality

by measuring the acceptance bandwidths and comparing them with expectations based on

established Sellmeier equations. Figure 4 shows an example measurement for KTP. All the

crystals reported in this work show good agreement between the measured and calculated

acceptance bandwidths. It is also necessary to ensure zero phase velocity mismatch in our

measurements. Critically phase matched crystals (LiNb03, KNb03, Li103, KTP with 532

nm pumping) were mounted on a rotation stage with an angular resolution of 0.05 mrad,

much less than the smallest angular tolerance of these crystals (0.37 mrad for Li103), and the

angle was adjusted to maximize the gain. Two noncritically phase matched crystals, KTA

and KTP with 1064 nm pumping, were phase matched at room temperature by tuning the

external-cavity diode laser for maximum gain. This laser has a tuning resolution of 0.02 nm,

much better than typical acceptance bandwidths of about 1 nm. The noncritically phase

matched LBO crystal was temperature tuned to obtain phase matching at N 120”C with a

temperature resolution of O.l°C, much better than its temperature bandwidth of 2.8°C.

We used a detailed numeric computer model of parametric mixing, function 2D-mix-

11 to find the value of deff that best matched ourLP in the SNLO nonlinear optics code ,

measurement. This model assumes Gaussian spatial and temporal profiles, and includes

diffraction, birefringence, and linear absorption. Measured spatial and temporal widths are
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used in the model. The assumption of a Gaussian time profile is a slight approximation

because the rising edge of our laser pulse is slightly faster than the falling edge, as can be

seen in Fig. 3. Birefringent walk off significantly affects some of the cases but it is accounted

for in the model. Linear absorption is assumed negligible for all cases except for the KTP

pumped by 1064 nm light. A spectrophotometer measurement of our KTP crystal indicates

it has an absorption coefficient of 0.065/mm for the 3288 nm idler wavelength. Other input

parameters for the model include wavelengths, indices of refraction, pump energy, pump

pulse duration and beam diameter, crystal length, phase mismatch (assumed zero for d.ff

determination), and defi. All the input parameters are either measured or calculated from

index of refraction data except for d.ff which we adjust to match the experimental peak gain.

Typical fits of calculation to measurement are shown in Fig. 3.

All of the crystals, except LBO, are antireflection coated for the pump wavelength,

with identical coatings on the two end faces. Nonetheless we measured pump transmission

through the crystals at non-normal incidence (to avoid interference effects) and determined

the transmission at each surface, assuming this is the only contributor to the transmission

loss. Typical measured surface transmissions fell in the range 95%-99 .5?lo,and this correction

to the measured incident pump energy was used in the computer model. Reflectivity at the

signal wavelength is unimportant because it affects the cw and amplified light to

extent.

The precision of our da measurements is limited primarily by uncertainties in

the same

the mea-

sured peak gain, tryst al length, and pump irradiance. We estimate the experimental uncer-

tainty in the gain measurements and the crystal lengths to be 45%. The uncertainty in the

pump irradiance is 10%. Combined, these give an overall uncertainty in d.ff of 8%.

B. SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION

We measured d.fi’s for frequency doubling of 806 nm light in Li102, 980 nm light in KNb03,

1064 nm light in KDP and BBO, and 1319 nm light in KNb03, BBO, KDP, Li103, LiNb02,
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and KTP. The 806 nm light was from an external-cavity semiconductor laser coupled to

a tapered waveguide amplifier. The external-cavity laser consisted of an SDL 5412 single-

mode diode laser, a collimating lens, and an 1800 lines/mm holographic grating used in a

Littrow configuration. The waveguide amplifier was an SDL 8630 diode laser modified to

act as a single-pass amplifier. We spatially filtered the beam and focused it into the Li103

tryst al, adjusting the confocal parameter, waist location, and tryst al angle to maximize the

403 nm second harmonic power.

The 980 nm source laser was a vertical, external-cavity, surface-emitting laser (VECSEL)

comprised of a semiconductor Bragg stack rear reflector, a quantum well gain region similar

to that described by Raymond et al.12, and a dielectric front mirror. The front mirror has

a reflectivity of 97% and a 25 mm radius of curvature, It is placed about 24 mm from the

semiconductor wafer. Two 100 micron thick intracavity etalons are used. One, near normal

incidence, forces single longitudinal mode operation, the other at Brewster’s angle stabilizes

the polarization. We optically pump the VECSEL with a CW,Ti:Sap laser (Coherent 899).

The 980 nm VECSEL output power was 120 mW in a lowest order Gaussian transverse

mode.

The 1319 nm and 1064 nm sources were CW,single-frequency, Nd:YAG lasers (Lightwave

models 126-1319-250 and 122-1064-200) with TEMOO output beams. Although the beams

were TEMOO we found it necessary to insert a weak (f=40 cm) cylindrical lens to correct

slight astigmatism. For type I doubling, we adjusted the confocal parameter, waist location,

and tryst al angle to maximize the second harmonic power. For type H doubling we did the

same but also measured the far-field divergence to infer the focal size in the crystal

For the second harmonic measurements, we measured fundamental and second harmonic

powers absolutely, For the fundamental we used a volume absorbing power meter (Ophir

1OA-P), for the harmonic a photodiode power meter (Ophir PD-300 or PD-300-UV). The

experimentally optimized focusing conditions for type I doubling were assumed to be those

given by Boyd and Kleinman13, so we based our derivation of deff on their analysis. For

type II doubling we used the inferred waist size and SNLO modeling to find deff. We also
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used SNLO modeling to fit the type I KDP data because it slightly absorbs the fundamental

wavelengths. We measured absorption coefficients at 1319 nm and 1064 nm of 0.033/mm

and O.0072/mm respectively.

3. RESULTS

In this paper we compare nonlinear coefficients according to the bluest of the three interact-

ing wavelengths, It remains to be determined how the coefficients vary with changes in the

two longer wavelengths. For example, we don’t know how dij~ for (1064 mu ~ 2128 nm +

2128 nm) compares with that (1064 nm ~ 1535 nm + 3468 rim). However, it seems likely

the coefficients differ relatively little because the detunings of the two redder wavelengths

from the degenerate wavelength of 2128 nm are in opposite directions and so probably influ-

ence the nonlinearity in opposite directions. Change in the bluest wavelength, in contrast,

shifts all three wavelengths to the blue. With this justification we plot all nonlinearities

against the bluest wavelength of the mixing process, and assume the tuning of the redder

wavelengths is relatively unimportant. Our measurements are summarized in Table 1.

One source of confusion in comparing dij~’s for biaxial crystals is the use of various axis

systems. In this paper we use only the axis convention in which nZ < nv < nZ for the biaxial

crystals (KTA, KTP, KNb03, and LBO). Angle d is measured from the z axis, @ is measured

from the x – z plane toward the y – z plane. This convention means our notation will differ

from some papers in the literature. This is especially true for KNb03 where several axis

systems have been used.

Another issue is whether or not Kleinman symmetry has been assumed in deriving the

nonlinear coefficients. This approximate symmetry states that the polarizations can be

permuted independent of the frequencies without changing the value of the coefficient. For

example dijk (—CLIP;US1Wi) = ‘j~k(-%;w.,~i ). This is a good approximation in the limit that

all wavelengths are far from any resonances, and it has usually been found to hold within

experimental accuracy except in a few cases such as KTPl and Li10314. It is not necessary
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to invoke this approximation in any of the measurements reported here, and thus our results

are not based on an assumption of Kleinman symmetry.

A. KDP

KDP has been thoroughly studied for 1064 nm doubling over the past 30 years and its dzw

(cZ36)coefficient has become the best standard for comparing second-order nonlinearities.

Somewhat surprisingly though, very little data at other wavelengths are available. Our

KDP crystal was purchased in 1980 from Isomet. We used frequency doubling of 1319 nm

and 1064 nm light to deduce C&’s of 0.227 pm/V at 660 nm and 0.270 pm/V at 532 nm.

These translate to dZZY’sof 0.314 pm/V and 0.398 pm/V which we plot in Fig. 5. Our

532 nm value of 0.398 pm/V agrees well with the accepted standard of 0.39 pm/V15. The

point labeled Choy and Byer16 is derived using their reported value of 0.088 + 0.01 for the

ratio dzw (KDP)/cZZZZ(LiIOz) for 1319 nm second harmonic generation, combined with our

measured value of 3,90 pm/V for dZ*Zfor LiIOs for the same process, The resulting value

agrees well with ours, The dashed line shows the Miller scaling curve for second harmonic

generation normalized to the standard value at 532 nm. Comparing the measured values

with the Miller curve, we conclude that dZzv may decrease slightly faster than Miller scaling

with increasing wavelength, but more data are needed for a firm conclusion.

B. KTP

We characterized KTP using 1064 nm and 532 nm pumped parametric gain measurements

and by frequency doubling 1319 nm light. In the 1064 nm pumped gain measurements, we

characterized two flux-grown, x-cut KTP crystals for 1064V nm ~ 1572Y nm + 3288. nm.

Here the subscripts indicate the polarization direction for each wavelength, We found the

two tryst als agreed well and gave dyy. = 2.88+0.2 pm/V. Figure 6 shows this value along

with a dashed curve corresponding to second harmonic Miller scaling, normalized to the 532
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nm point. If we were to apply a Miller correction to our point at 1064 mm to account for the

inequality of the signal and idler wavelengths, it would increase by 2,5Y0, agreeing slightly

better with the Miller cuxve.

For the 532 nm pumped gain measurements, we characterized two flux-grown crystals

cut for propagation at 51° from the z axis in the x – z plane. Both crystals (KTP#3 and

KTP #4) were purchased from Philips Components. Tilting the crystal about 8° phase

matches 5320 nm ~ 15500 nm + 810e nm. The expression for d.ff in the z — z plane is

d~fi = c&Y~sin(~ + p) where O is measured from the z sxis and p is the walk off angle.

Again the two crystals agreed, with an average of deti=3,42+0.3 pm/V implying dVyZ=

3.88+0.3 pm~V. Our earlier measurement 10was also based on a phase-matched parametric

gain measurement of 5320 nm~ 800. nm + 15880 nm. However, the value we reported, dVVZ

= 3,4 pm/V, was smaller than the 3.88 pm/V reported here, due to the detector over-filling

effect described above in the PARAMETRIC GAIN section,

Our 1319 nm second harmonic measurements used the same crystals as the 532 nm

pumped gain measurements. Note that this measurement is phase matched in the x – z

plane rather than the x – y plane commonly used for 1064 nm doubling,

Several previous measurements by other authors are also included in Fig, 6. That of

Anema and Rasing17 was based on Maker fringe measurements of 1064 nm doubling. They

report dVuZ=3.37 pm/V with no error estimate. Those of Boulanger et al.2–4 are based on

phase matched second harmonic generation of 1320 nm and 1064 nm light in spherical and

parallelepipeds KTP samples. For 1320 nm doubling they find C& = 2.42+0.24 pm/V and

for 1064 nm doubling dyVZ=2.65+0. 13 pm/V. Cheung et al.18 used parametric fluorescence

from 5270 nrn ~ 900. nm + 12690 nm in a 5 mm long, 0 = 69°; @ = 0° crystal to find

d~yz = 4.1+0.4 pm/V. Their pump light was a train of 8 ps pulses. Nishikawa and Uesugilg

studied the parametric generation process 6000 nm ~ 12000 nm + 1200e mn in a 5 mm long

19= 67.3°; @ = 0° crystal to deduce dvvz = 4.2+0.2 pm/V. Their pump light was a train

of 1.2 ps ptises. Shoji et al.1 used cw second-harmonic Maker-fringe measurements in an

~-cut sample for fundamental wavelengths of 1313, 1064, and 852 run. Their fundamental
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light was polarized at 45° to the y and z axes, and the second harmonic was y-polarized,

so these are direct measurements of coefficient dv9Z. Note that they use a reference frame

with z and y reversed relative to ours so their d15 corresponds to our dVVZ. Their values

are 2.6+0. 13 pm/V at 1313 run, 3,7+0.2 pm/V at 1064 nm, and 3.9+0.2 at 852 nm. They

also measured O&y at 1064 run, obtaining a value of 3.7+0.2 pm/V demonstrating that, for

this case, c&z = C&, satisfying Kleinman symmetry within the experimental uncertainty.

Vanherzeele and Bierlein20 used Maker-fringe second harmonic generation to measure dVVZin

KTP relative to dXZZin tryst alline quartz, Their 880 nm light was a train of 5-50 ps pulses.

They derived a value of 3.92+0,4 pm/V by using Miller’s rule to correct for dispersion of

quartz from 1064 nm to 880 nm. Zondy et al.5 deduced d’s from phase-matched second-

harmonic generation of 1300 nm and 2532 nm light. Both of their measurements were based

on type-II phase matching for propagation in the z – z plane with the fundamental polarized

equally in the o and e directions, and the harmonic polarized in the o-direction. They report

f 2.3+0.2 pm/Vat 2532 nm and 2.45+0,2 pm/V at 1300 nm.values for dVYZo

The data summarized in Fig. 6 beg for discussion and explanation. We believe the

532 nm points solidly establish a value close to our 3.88+0.3 pm/V. The bluer data of

Vanherzeele et aZ.20and Shoji et al.1 are consistent with Miller scaling from this value,

albeit at the limits of the measurement error. What stands out is the strong departure

from the Miller curve of the cluster of points near 650 nm and the point at 1265 nm which

all fall well below the Miller curve, This is in contrast to our points at 660 nm and 1064

nm which lie close to the Miller curve. It seems unlikely that the actual curve would have

such a structured wavelength dependence. While we cannot say that the points below

the curve are incorrect, we can point out some plausible explanations, First we note that

Boukmger’s measurements used multi-longitudinal-mode cw lasers. To account for this they

apply a correction of . /AT/2N — 1 to their measured d, where ATis the number of longitudinal

modes. This correction is appropriate for N simultaneously operating modes with random

phase. However, most homogeneously broadened cw lasers rapidly hop from mode to mode

with only a single or a very few modes active simultaneously. In the limit of one mode
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oscillating at a time, the factor should be unity rather than 0.72. This wouId increase their

value of d by 1.4, bringing both the 532 nm and the 650 nm values of Boulanger et al. quite

close to the plotted Miller curve. We point out that Boulanger et al.’s measurements also

give similarly low values for the other members of the KTP family compared with other

measurements. Shoji et al.’s 532 nm values for each of the several crystals measured are in

excellent agreement with the consensus values. However, their 656 nm points for KTP, BBO,

and LiNb03 fall well below the Miller curves, This suggests the possibilityy of a systematic

error in their measurements at this particular wavelength. The two data points of Zondy et

al. bracket ours in wavelength but lie well below the Miller curve. We have verified their

analysis based on their reported input and output powers and beam diameters, and can offer

no explanation other than possible miscalibration of input or output power or beam size,

We summarize our assessment of the wavelength variation of dyyZ for KTP by noting

that significant discrepancies exist in the data but we believe that a majority of the data

indicate that Miller scaling is indeed a good approximation.

C. KTA

We measured dvvz in two x-cut, 10 mm long, flux-grown KTA crystals from Crystal Asso-

ciates, using the parametric gain process 1064Y nm ~ 1535Y nm + 3468Z nm. Our dVvZ

values are 2.90 and 2.92 for the two crystals. As shown in Fig. 7, there are three previous

221’22at shorter wavelengths, Note that Boulanger et al.2measurements of this coefficient ~

find that C&yzfor KTA is 1.25 times that of KTP for doubling 1319 nm light. So we also

plot their KTA value as 1.25 times their modified KTP value, the modification being our

removal of their mode correction factor of 0.72. Although Boulanger et al. find C&z for

KTA is 1.25 times larger than for KTP at 660 nm, we find at 1064 nm that it is 1.3 times

smaller. So although Miller scaling was a good approximation for KTP, it is less accurate

for KTA, based on the sparse available data,
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D. KNb03

We measured dwg for two KNbO~ crystals. Crystal #1 was a critically phase-matched

KNbOs crystal from Virgo cut for propagation in the Z–Z plane at 0=41°. Tilting this crystal

1° phase matches 1064. nm ~ 15500 nm + 33930 nm. The effective nonlinear coefficient is

given by d.ff= dwy COS(O+ p). We measure d.ff =4.42 pm/V, implying dwV=6.31 pm/V. We

also use this crystal for frequency doubling 1319 nm by tilting it 8°. This measurement gave

a defl=5.00 pm/V, implying dzvy=6. 23 pm/V.

Crystal #2, from VLOC, was cut perpendicular to the z axis (b axis) for frequency

doubling 982 nm light. It is anti-reflection coated for 980 nm and is used near normal

incidence. The second harmonic power with optimum focusing indicates dwV=8.62 pm/V.

Our three values are plotted in Fig. 8 along with a Miller curve that fits our values well.

We also show measurements from Uematsu23 and Baumert et al.24. Both these measurements

are reported relative to dll of quartz. To translate these to absolute values, we use dl 1 =

0.30 pm/V for 1064 nm doubling115 and dll = 0.31 pm/V for 825 nm doubling (Miller

scaling the 1064 nm value). Our measured nonlinearities are clearly lower than the previous

measurements and may explain why some KNb03 optical parametric oscillators have higher

than expected pump thresholds25.

E. LiI03

We characterized two 30 mm long Li103 crystals cut at 22°. This allowed phase matching

1064. nrn ~ 15500 nm + 33930 nm at f3=19.5°. The two crystals agree well and give an

average deff = 1.57 pm/V. Using deff = dzz$ sin(tl + p) we find dZ$Z= 4.09 pm/V. We also

used one of these tryst als to frequency double 1319 nm. The measured second harmonic

power gave d.fl = 1.83 pm/V, implying dzzz= 3.90 pm/V.

We also characterized a 10 mm long crystal cut at 42° by doubling 557 mW of 806

nm light to produce 64.1 pW at 403 nm. According to a Boyd and Kleinrnan13 analysis,
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this implies d.ff=3.83 pm/V, within 1% of the value derived by numerically modelingll this

–5.23+0.52 pm/V. The uncertainty in this measurementprocess. This corresponds to dzmz–

is mainly due to uncertainty in the measured power at 403 nm.

Previous measurements include Eckardt et U1.’S26phase-matched doubling of 1064 nm

light giving dZZZ= 4.1+0.4 pm/V, our14 measurement based on separated-b earn, nonphase-

matched doubling of 1064 nm light, giving dZZZ = 4.36+0,3 pm/V, and cw parametric

fluorescence measurements by Borsa et al.27at pump wavelengths of 351, 458, 477, and 488

nm. These are shown in Fig. 9 along with a Miller scaling curve normalized to our 532 nm

point. It is evident that Miller scaling agrees with the measurements for Li103.

F. LiNb03

We measured two 10 mm long, congruent LiNb03 crystals from Castech. Both were cut for

type-I phase matching of 1064. nm ~ 15500 nm + 33930 nm at f3= 4T’, @ = 30°. From the

measured gain we deduce d.ff = 3.72+ 0.3 pm/V and 3,79+0.3 pm/V for the two crystals. For

this process C& = d... sin(O+p) –dYVYCOS(6’+p). Using the ratio (dVyY/dZZs)= -0.49 reported

by Roberts –3.49+0.28 pm/V, as shown in Fig.15 for doubling 1064 nrn light, we find dzzx—

10. Frequency doubling of 1319 nm gave d.ti = 4.05+ 0,3 pm/V and dzzz=3,77*0.3 pm/V.

The assumption of a constant ratio dwV/dZZZ independent of wavelength is not certain, but

unless the ratio varies greatly over our wavelength range, our value of dzxz would change

little. We verified that the sign of this ratio is indeed negative for our samples by examining

Maker fringes over a range of @’s for 1064 nm doubling.

Previous measurements of dz~x by Eckardt et al.26 and Shoji et al.l are included in Fig.

10. The measurements of Shoji et al. are based on parametric fluorescence of processes

488 nm ~ 678 nm + 1741 nm and 532 nm ~ 894 nm + 1314 nm, on pulsed Maker-fringe

second-harmonic generation

1319 nm and 852 run light,

nm - 1314 mn ~ 894 nm.

(532 nm), on cw Maker-fringe second-harmonic generation of

and on cw phase-matched difference-frequency mixing in 532

We also plot a Miller scaling curve adjusted to fit the data

14
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near 500 nm. Comparing our 1064 nm point with the Miller curve, it is clear that Miller

scaling overestimates our 1064 nm dZZ$by only about 10Yo. If we make a Miller adjustment

to account for the nondegeneracy of the signal and idler, this point would rise by 3.5%,

bringing it within measurement error of the Miller curve.

G. BBO

Figure 11 summarizes measurements of d~yy for BBO. For our parametric gain process 532.

~ 15500 + 810., d.ff = d..$ sin(O+ p) – dvvycos(tl + p). Using Shoji et al. ‘s28measured ratio

for (dVVY/d.~~) of 55 for doubling 1064 nm light, our measured d.fi’s of 2.00 and 2.08 pm/V

translate to dvvv = 2,23+0. 18 pm/V. We also measured dvvv for frequency doubling of 1064

nm and 1319 nm, As seen in Table 1, the 1064 nm doubling measurement agrees very well

with the 532 mmpumped parametric gain measurement,

In other measurements, Shoji et al.28measured d “~vvusing Maker fringe second-harmonic

measurements with cw lasers at wavelengths 532, 852, 1064, and 1313 nm. Eckardt et ai.2G

measured it by phase-matched second-harmonic generation of a single-longitudinal-mode,

Q-switched Nd:YAG laser at 1064 nm. Eimerl et al.2g reported a value for doubling 1064

nm light but do not specify their measurement method. These are summarized in Fig, 11.

Shoji et al.28, Eckardt et al., and we agree to well within measurement limits at 532 nm. The

266 nm and 426 nm values of Shoji et al. agree reasonably well with Miller scaling, while

the 656 nm point falls below the curve. This is similar to their results for other crystals at

this wavelength, although the deviation from the Miller curve is smaller here than in those

reported earlierl for KTP, KNb03, and Li103. Velsko et al.30report ~vl = 2,23 +0.16 pm/V,

measured by type 1, phase-matched second harmonic generation of 1064 nm light. Based on

the limited data available, we conclude that Miller scaling is a reasonable approximation for

~vv of BBO.

15
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H. LBO

We measured dyzz= 1.04+0.08 pm/V using 532V ~ 1550Z + 810Z in an z-cut crystal. Velsko

et al.30 reported dvzz= 0.83+0, 06 pm/V, measured by type 1, phase-matched second har-

monic generation of 1064 nm light in the z – y principal plane. Lin et al.31also measured this

coefficient, using Maker-fringe second harmonic generation of 1079 nm light, and reported a

value of 0,98+ 0.2 pm/V. Not enough data exist at other wavelengths to reach a conclusion

on the validity of Miller scaling for LBO.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The great majority of past measurements of nonlinear tensor elements, dii~, have been made

by frequency doubling 1064 nm light. These values are often used at different wavelengths

or are sometimes extrapolated to other wavelengths using Miller’s scaling conjecture. We

have extended the range of dtj~ measurements to longer wavelengths and have added new

measurements in the visible range in an attempt to systematically test Miller’s hypothesis for

many common nonlinear tryst als. We conclude that by making what we believe are justified

modifications to certain previous measurements, Miller scaling actuaIly fits the data quite

well for some of the crystals considered, while for others it is less accurate but still useful.
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FIGURES

Fig. 1. Diagram of the parametric-gain experimental apparatus.

Fig. 2. Example of measuredtime profiles for: (a) the 1064 nm, and (b) the 532 nm pump pulses,

with Gaussian fits.

Fig. 3. Example of measured gain profiles foc (a) 1064 nm pumped LiIOq crystal #1, and (b)

1064 nm pumped KTP crystal #1. The curves labeled SNLO are computed curvesll using the

best-fit nonlinear coefficients.

Fig. 4. Example phase matching curve for 1064 nm pumped KTP crystal #2. The curve labeled

SNLO is a computedll phase matching curve using Ak’s based on the KTP Sellmeierequation of

Vanherzeele et al.32.

Fig. 5. KDP dzzVvalue deduced from Choy and Byer’s16 ratio &ZY(KDP)/&sz (L1103) = 0.088

+ 0.01 for 1319 nm frequency doubling. We use our measured value of dZzZ(LiIOs) = 3.90 pm/V.

The dashed curve is Miller scahng normalized to the standard value of dZZV= 0.39 pm/V for 1064

nm frequenty doubling. The points at 532 nm and 660 nm have been plotted with smallwavelength

offsets for clarity.

Fig. 6. KTP ~VZ values measured by Cheung et UZ.18,Zondy et al.5, Boulanger et al.>4, Van-

herzeele et al.20, Shoji et all (circles), Nishkawa et al.lg, and Anema et al.17, and in the present

work. The dashed curve is MNer scaling for second harmonic generation, normalized to the best

estimate 532 nm point. The points at 532 nm have been plotted with small wavelength offsets for

clarity.

Fig. 7. KTA dyYZvalues measured by Kato22, Cheng et al.21, Boulanger et al.>4, and in the

presentwork. The dashed curve is Miller scaling for second harmonic generation, normalized to the

best estimate 532 nm point. The point labeled modified Boulanger is that of Boulanger multiplied

by 1.4 (see text for explanation).
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Fig. 8. KNb03 d$~vvalue given by Roberts15 and measured in the present work. The dashed

curve is Miller scaling normalized to the 532 nm point.

Fig. 9. Li103 dZCZvalues measuredby Eekardt et al.26,and us in the present and previous work14.

Our 1064 nm point is derived by assuming dzzz/dVYY=0.49,the value reported by Roberts15 at 532

nm. The dashed curve is Miller scaling normalized to our 532 nm point.

Fig. 10. LiNbOs dzzz values measured by Shoji et al.1, Eckardt et at.26,and in the present work.

The dashed curve is Miller scaling normalized to the best estimate 532 nm point.

Fig. 11. BBO dvyyvalues measured by Shoji et al.1, Eimerl et al.29,Eckardt et al.26,Velsko et

a130,and in the present work. The dashed curve is Miller scaling normalized to the best estimate

532 nm point. The points at 532 nm have been plotted with small wavelength offsets for clarity.
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TABLES

Table 1. Summary of deff and ~jk measurements.

Crystal ‘p.larizaticm[nmlPhase match Expression” for Measured Deduced

angle (0, ~) deff dw[pm/V] d@[Pm/~

KDP

KDP

KTP #3

KTP #4

KTP #3

KTP #1

KTP #2

KTA #1

KTA #2

KNb03 #2

KNb03 #1

KNb03 #1

Li103 #3

Li103 #2

Li103 #1

Li103 #2

LiNb03 #3

LiNb03 #1

LlNb03 #2

BBO #1

BBO #2

BBO #1

532. -+1064.+10640

660. +1319.+13190

5320 -+1550.+810.

5320 ~15500+810e

6600 +1319.+1319,

10~ ~1572Y+3288Z

106~ ~1572p+3288Z

10649 -+1535Y+3468Z

1064Yd1535Y+3468z

491. ~9820+9820

660. +1319.+13190

1064. ~15500+33930

403. +806.+8060

660. +1319.+13190

1064. -+1550.+33930

1064. ~15500+33930

660. +1319.+13190

1064, ~15500+33930

1064. ~15500+33930

532.-+1550.+8100

532. e15500+8100

532. e10640+10640

41.1°,-450 dZZgCe

44.8°,-450 d,.YCo

59°,0° 4ZS*

59°,00 ~zs,

59.8°,00 4,.s8

90°,0° dgy,z

90°,00 dyyz

90”,0” dyy.z

90°,0° dYY~

0°,00 d%wC$

33°,0° dzwCe

42°,00 dEwC6

42°,any dzz%SO

24.3°,any dzzzSe

19.5°,any dz%zSe

19.5°,any dz%&’e

57.9°,300 dz$.fh – dv&’eSz4

47°,30” dzxzso – 4YYCOSW

47°,30” d~xxf%– dyy&’e&4

22.1°,-300 dzzzS%– &@eS34

22.1°,-300 dzzzSe – ~yyC&4

22.8°,-300 dzzzSe – ~yyCQS34

23

0.270

0.227

3.44

3.40

3.01

2.81

2.95

2.90

2.92

8.62

5.00

4.42

3.83

1.83

1.55

1.58

4.05

3.72

3.79

2.00

2.08

2.03

dzzy=0.398

d.zv=0.314

C$V.=3.90

o$,z=3.86

Gjyz=3.40

c&z=2.81

c&z=2.95

&yz=2.90

c&z=2.92

&y=8.62

&yv=6.23

dzgy=6.31

dz.xz=5.23

dzzz=3.90

dzzz=4.05

dzzE=4.13

dzzz=3.77b

dzzz=3.46b

dzzz=3.52b

&y=2.19’

~g,=2.28c

ajyy=2.24c



,

BBO #1 660. +1319.+13190 20.4°,-300 d.sw% – dYYYCeSs~ 1.73 ~Yy=l.87c

BBO #2 660. +1319.+13190 20.4°,-300 dzxxse – dyyyG%+ 1.77 dyyy=L91’

LBO 532Y~1550.+810z 90°,00 422 1.04 c&zz=l.04

“S30 = sin(3@); Se = sin(19+ p); C8 = COS(O+ p) where p is the walk off angle.

‘assuming dYw/dZmZ=-0.49

Cassumingdwv/dZZz=55
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